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Description : My City Island - a nice city simulation game where players go to a small island. Once upon a time it was an advanced and densely populated city, but an earthquake almost destroyed it. Now the players have a task to restore. You are a completely free choice of style and
architecture, layout and everything else that allows you to create a unique and impressive settlement that is known all over the world. There are also clicker elements. This allows you to earn money to send it immediately to the required properties and continue your activities with the mayor
and developer. Features : * Build your own beautiful island city * The more upgraded, fancier the building is * Automated system, print and you can get gold * 50 components * You can get an offline developer: Nexelon Inc / version: 1.23 100% running 812 devices 100% running 812
devices. Download APK ( 45.58 MB ) Use HappyMod to download Mod APK 3x speed. Mod Info My Rating Write Review APK Info All Mods All Comments 1.3.94 44.95 MB / 50000 Downloads / December 22, 2020 - Sponsored Links - - Sponsored Links - My City : Island v1.3.94 (Mod Apk)
A long time ago, was an island that had developed in the middle of the Pacific Ocean. This island was called Kakau Island! Kakau Island had a beautiful natural landscape and many buildings, so it was considered the best city in the world. One day, an earthquake strikes the island and the
city collapses. ★ My beautiful island! My city! ★ beautiful, one in the world city! Let's start with our Italian restaurant and professional restaurants! Build famous landmarks in my city! Playground! Beautiful ferris wheel! 3D movie cinema! Aquarium! Lots of recreation centers. The happier your
city is, the more gold you get! Make a beautiful garden full of flowers, trees and sculptures. Build roads so the locals can use it! More profit! The more ☞ fancy the building becomes ☞ ☞ Automated system, one press and you get gold ☞50 building items ☞ You can play offline on
Facebook:★ ★ When deleting or changing your mobile device resets the app data 2. The product includes the in-app purchase feature. If you agree to make a purchase, you will be billed. ⇒ Support languages: Korean, English, French, German, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Indonesian,
Thai, Vietnamese, Taiwanese, Chinese, Turkish, Japanese MOD APK Features: Unlimited Money * Unlimited Diamonds * * Increase once you have spent Install Steps: 1. Remove playstore version 2. Install mod APK 3. Enjoy DOWNLOAD: My City : Island v1.3.94 (Mod Apk) - uploaded to
My City : Island v1.3.94 (Mod Apk) – DRIVE LINK My City : Island v1.3.94 (Mod Apk) - ZIPPYSHARE - Sponsored Links - The city itself is where many people live, especially in large cities with large populations. A big city is also a place where opportunities are open, many come to seize the
opportunity. Developing a city is not an easy thing; a very long process to achieve success. There are many games on the theme of city building that are launched by players to experience. But have you ever seen a house building on the island? If not, it is because you have not come to the
game My City: Island to experience. This game makes the player a leader of the city island. This island was called Kakau Island! The Pacific is a great sea with many islands, but there is only one island with the appearance of the city, Kakau. A long time ago, Kakau was the most successful
island in four oceans, and it was the land of many people's dreams. A lot of people have given up living on the mainland to move here. But the Pacific Is also a very dangerous place with so many earthquakes that can destroy islands. It seemed that the tremors would not reach Kakau, so
many people would choose to live here. But they were wrong on a typical day as usual when people were still going out to do what they had to do, the earthquake struck. Build famous landmarks in my city! This earthquake was not a small-scale earthquake, but an extremely large, large
enough to destroy all the buildings on Kakau Island. Fortunately, people were immediately evacuated, so there were no casualties, but the island was no longer ideal for living. Years later, when everything is back to normal, then again decide to go to Kakau to restore the city. It's very
dangerous because in the past it had a major earthquake that destroyed everything. Those warnings didn't stop the player, they decided to go to this town to build. The city's exploration this island has long been abandoned and all buildings have long been destroyed. So the rest of the
vestiges that life has destroyed structures, and if not renovated, it's impossible to live. So when you come here to start building, the player has to find a way to fix this island. First, the player must remove the stones and large trees that grow when you are trying to build. They must be cut and
transported to form clearing and structures. This job also consumes a lot of time to finish. Build your city true to your original goal if you decide to go to this island, building new buildings to restore vitality to the island hefty. So when everything is harvested, it's ready to start building the first
buildings. The first thing that needs to be done is housing for people who come to live here; The more houses are built, the more people come here. Once the population has reached a certain threshold, the player must do things to meet the needs of the people. For example, there are
restaurants for entertainment, cinemas, parks, and many other things. There are many types of restaurants, such as Chinese restaurants, Italian restaurants, and many other places to choose from. But if there is is one thing players need to care about how to move between buildings.
Players need to invest money to build more roads for people to move around. The expansion to other islands in the Pacific region is not only one island, but also many islands that are located nearby to explore. Players can spend a lot of money to open other islands and build civilizations
there. But to do that, it takes players a lot of money and time to build a new city. Besides, when everything is finished, you also need to build a bridge to connect the islands, and people can travel to many different islands. Home»Games» Simulation»City Island: Airport City Island: Airport is a great building simulator realistic image. You have to use your analytical abilities. By rightly out of a jad of action, you will be able to create an unprecedented resort on your scale. This should be all you need for a great holiday. These are entertainment centers, modern hotels and many
children's attractions. If it all works smoothly, you'll drip-drip notsupanka with a certain profit. In addition, all updates bring the player a lot of experience. To help you in implementing all processes are multiple assistants. Sparkling Society Android 4.4 + Version: 3.4.2 $ 0 City Island 5 Tycoon Building (MOD, Unlimited Money) - one of the most popular and popular urban simulators for mobile platforms. Such recognition among fans of the genre of the project won thanks to excellent graphics, a large selection of buildings and buildings, detailed locations and, most
importantly, a realistic economic model. And now, before us is the fifth part of the franchise, which retained the main gameplay elements from the previous parts, while developers certainly did not forget to add new elements and gameplay solutions. So for all fans of the series and genre as
a whole, City Island 5 mod APK is a great addition to the collection. Updated version 3.4.2! Sparkling Society Android 4.1 + Version: 3.2.10 $ 0 City Island 3 - Building Sim (MOD, Unlimited Money) - If you dreamed of exploring the expanse of oceans, then this game is for you. After all, it can
be learned from several islands at once offshore. You'll be given a choice in any case. You can decide where and what to build. Just don't forget that City Island 3 mod APK you need to develop navigation and other crafts because they bring profits to the Treasury. The different the
entertainment, the more satisfied the townspeople. And so the welfare of the city is better. Updated version 3.2.10! Simulation simulation
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